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A Study on the Governance Structure of Shipping
Companies and the Relationship between their
Business type and Performance

1. Purpose
▸The present study aims to understand the current status of the
shipping industry centering on the ownership and governance
structure, presenting a direction to strengthen the competitiveness
of shipping companies. Through this effort, the study intends
to increase the profit of shipping companies, while suggesting
specific countermeasures for survival despite continuing
economic downturn.
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2. Methodologies and Features
1) Methodologies
<Table> Characteristics of the Methodologies
Characteristics

Literature
analysis

Meeting with
experts
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Major contents

Data collection

Reasons for selection

- Domestic and foreign
reports relevant to
- Analyzing major
shipping and
concepts and trends
shipowner businesses
relevant to governance
- Policy cases of major
and type of business
countries concerning
- Understanding major
- Literature review
shipping countries’
the governance
- Studying domestic
comprehensive policies
structure of shipping
and foreign cases
companies
on improving the
business performance
- Academic papers and
and identifying
foreign articles relevant
countermeasures of
to enhancing the
shipping companies
performance of
shipping companies
- Boosting the quality of
the study by holding
business meetings and
consultation meetings
with the Korea Offshore
and Shipbuilding
Association and
- Lectures and
relevant financial
discussions by
institutions
inviting relevant
- Interviewing with
academic and
officials working in the
industrial experts
field including those in
shipping and shipbuilding
companies and drawing
cooperation measures
among shipbuilders,
shipping companies
and shipowner
businesses

- Identifying the
characteristics of
shipping companies’
governance from the
perspective of shipping
and logistics academic
and industrial circles as
well as the latest cases
- Reviewing and
discussing policy
directions of the
shipping industry that
have been drawn to
improve the business
performance of Korea’s
shipping companies
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Major contents

Data collection

Reasons for selection

- Identifying transaction
trends of global and
- Collecting and
Utilizing
Korea’s shipping
analyzing domestic
statistics data
industry by utilizing
and foreign
statistics data including
relevant data
Clarkson

- Analyzing the status and
trends of shipowner
businesses in major
advanced countries
- Analyzing various
statistics data relevant
to shipping and
shipowner businesses
provided by institutions
in Japan, Greece and
Europe and drawing
implications

2) Features
▸This study analyzed the current status of Korea’s shipping
industry

centering

on

the

governance

and

business

performance of shipping companies.
- The study reviewed the opportunity of the shipowner
business as well as measures for creating an environment
for its development. Therefore, it ultimately presents plans
which contribute to the stable development and sustainable
growth of the shipping industry.
- The result of this study shows that most of the Korea’s
shipping companies are concentrating on boosting profit
through cargo transportation, while remaining in the early
stage of generating profit from shipowner business, terminal
operation and ship S&P.
-

Unlike

foreign

shipping

companies,

Korean

shipping
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Characteristics

companies represent low ratio in transporting relatively high
value-added cargoes such as the operation of car carrier
ships, LNG powered vessels and floating production storage
and offloading (FPSO) units.
- In other words, the analysis suggested that some shipping
companies in Korea have started the shipowner business,
but fell short of the capacity as a multilateral market
player.

3. Results
1) Summary
▸The present study reviewed annual securities reports of six
major shipping companies in Korea and overseas, analyzing
economic index such as shareholder composition, current
ratio, debt-to-equity ratio, defensive interval ratio, net income
to shareholders’ equity and ratio of net income to net sales.
- According to the analysis, the diversification of shareholder
composition in foreign shipping companies is better than
that of Korean shipping companies.
- Basically, foreign shipping companies have a low equity ratio
of owner family, except for Hapag-Lloyd. On the other
hand, Hyundai Merchant Marine and Hanjin Shipping, both
of which suffered from financial difficulties, have a high
equity ratio of owner family around 30%.
x
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good figures in terms of current ratio, debt-to-equity ratio,
defensive interval ratio, net income to shareholders’ equity
and ratio of net income to net sales.

▸As the study reviewed securities reports of six major shipping
companies in Korea and overseas, the diversification of
shareholder composition in foreign shipping companies was
better than that of Korean shipping companies.
- Foreign shipping companies have shown a higher ratio in
participating non-operational businesses such as chartering
service, ship Sale & Purchase (S&P) and terminal operation
than domestic shipping companies. To be specific, although
some of the Korean shipping companies are participating in
terminal operation and ship S&P, the proportion is very
limited of less than 5% compared to the total sales.
- On the other hand, foreign shipping companies have
engaged in abundant and diversified businesses such as
chartering business, ship S&P, terminal operation, air cargo
and sale and purchase of real estate, boosting their capacity
to respond external shocks.
- Foreign shipping companies have actively pushed forward
various

business

diversification

strategies

such

as

establishing logistics subsidies, purchasing shares of foreign
ports, establishing global terminal operators (GTO) and
vitalizing ship S&P.
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- Domestic shipping companies and Hapag-Lloyd do not show

2) Policy suggestions and relevant activities
▸Having conducted case analysis targeting shipping companies
in the field, this study suggests the necessity of diversified
composition

of

shareholders

to

improve

the

financial

soundness through reasonable decision making.
- The result of the analysis presents that the diversification of
shareholder composition have a positive impact to boosting
the financial soundness of companies.
- What it means is that companies should break away from
the shareholder composition centering on the owner in
order to overcome prolonged recession and boost financial
soundness. Furthermore, shareholder composition should be
diversified by consisting of financial institutions, business
corporations, governments and foreign capital etc.

▸The study suggests that domestic shipping companies should
make business investment more actively and diversify their
businesses so that they can reduce risks exposed to market
conditions.
- Rather than simply concentrating on increasing handling
traffic

volumes,

Korean

shipping

companies

should

participate in diverse businesses, generating a new source
for future growth that can create high added values.
- Diversification of business portfolio is able to overcome
external shocks such as prolonged deterioration of market
conditions by boosting the viability of a shipping company.
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▸This study identifies potential changes and opportunities in
the shipping industry, presenting policy direction and tasks for
increasing

business

performance

of

Korea’s

shipping

companies. Thereby, the study contributes to securing a future
growth engine of the shipping industry and strengthening its
competitiveness.

▸The study will be utilized as reference data in formulating
policy for the shipping industry as part of the government’s
response to improving the business performance of domestic
shipping companies.

▸The study will be utilized as base data for establishing a long
term development plan for Korea’s shipping industry and
drawing up relevant policies.
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3) Expected benefits including policy contribution

